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THE NUMBERS GAME :

PUBLIC OPINION DATA
AND LIBRARIES

With the proliferation of public opinion polls and their growing influences in political
campaigns and government and business decisionmaking, polling data has increasing

significance in our lives . Learn more about polling data in this LPSS program .

ALA Dallas Conference
Sunday, June 25,1989 2-4 P.M.
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Collecting and Reporting
Weekly/Gray/McKinney, Inc .

	

Public Opinion Data

Jim Jacobs, Data Services Librarian

	

Providing Access to Public
University of California, San Diego
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(Message from the Chair

Spring has arrived in New England, at least for a day
or two. That means we are halfway between the snow of
Washington in January and the sun of Dallas in June .
The committees of Law and Political Science Section
continue to keep humming along. The program for the
1989 Dallas meeting is in good shape (see the first page
for program information .) Stephen Atkins, the chair of
the Program Committee for Chicago 1990 has an-
nounced that the program topic will be arms control and
disarmament resources and research . The Publications
Committee has made a number of recommendations for
additions to the Newsletter, providing more opportuni-
ties for contributions from LPSS members . New fea-
tures include notes on members, a column on special
collections, and an expansion of the Bookshelf column to
include CD-ROM and other databases . The committee
reported that LPSS should look into expanding the size
of the newsletter . Jan Spahr is writing a publicity
brochure for the section .

The Committee on Bibliographies is compiling a list
of indexes to review and will utilize the review criteria
developed by the Anthropology and Sociology Section .
Members of the committee are collecting guides, path-
finders, and audiovisual aids for instruction to bring to
the June meeting.

The section review is due September 15 and is in the
capable hands of the Review and Planning Committee .
At the Midwinter meeting, it was suggested that LPSS
compile a FAX directory of officers and committee
members. Remember to bring your FAX number to the
June meeting.

Continuing the tradition of Sunday evening dinners,
LPSS members are invited to join officers and committee
members on Sunday evening, June 25, at 7 :30. Dinner
will be at El Chico Restaurant, 2031 Abrams Road .
Please call Pat McCandless at (217) 333-3615 if you plan
to come.

Natalie Schatz, Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy

L,~

"Information is the currency of democracy" - Ralph Nader

Meeting Schedule
Dallas, 1989

Sunday, June 25
Program: 2:00-4:00 p.m .

Saturday, June 24
Executive Board : 8 :00-9:00 a .m .

Chicago Program Planning : 9 :30-11 :00 a .m.
Publications: 9:30-11 :00 a .m .

Sunday, June 25
Review and Planning : 9:30-11 :00 a .m .

Nominating : 4 :30-5:30 p .m.

Monday, June 26
Comm. on Bibliographies : 9:30-11 :00 a.m .

Tuesday, June 27
Executive Board : 8 :00-9 :00 a.m .
Business Meeting: 9:00-11 :00 a.m .

Law and Political Science Section News (ISSN 0885-
7342) is published twice a year by the Law and
Political Science Section of the Association of College
and Research Libraries, a division of the American
Library Association at 50 E . Huron St., Chicago, IL
60611 . Tel . 1-800-545-2433. Editor: Natalie Schatz,
Edwin Ginn Library, The Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, Tufts University, Medford MA 02155
Subscription price : $3.00 per year. Available from
ACRL .
Copyright: c American Library Association, 1989 .



ACCESS: A Security Information
Service

Outside the library windows the mild autumn
sun shines through the brilliant crimson and gold leaves .
On the quad, the students chatter away, probably
talking about parties or midterms or both . In contrast,
your day at the reference desk has imitated Dante's
Inferno rather nicely . Between the ancient heating
system, which unpredictably works too well or not at all,
and the pounding of the construction workers who are
remodeling the first floor, it may be time to leave the
profession. Into this scene steps a patron who kindly
wants to know if there is "an information clearinghouse
on the US sanctuary movement ." You are able to find a
few articles, but these do not mention such a clearing-
house. Your patron, however, insists that such a thing
exists because he had heard about it from someone . The
patron really needs to know how to get in touch with
this organization for some research he's doing . After
looking through several organization resource tools and
scouring the subject index of every reference book owned
by the library, you are sure that such an organization
must be the product of your patron's highly active
imagination .

Such a clearinghouse does exist, and finding
this out could have been quite simple if your library
were a member of ACCESS : A Security Information
Service. This non-profit Washington, D.C. based or-
ganization came into being in late 1985 and has been
providing impartial information on security and peace
issues to students and researchers, to journalists and
government officials. ACCESS is currently funded by
several foundations, including the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, the Ford Foundation, the John D . and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Ploughshares
Fund, the Topsfield Foundation, and the Winston
Foundation for World Peace . ACCESS covers such
issues as :
•

	

Arms control and disarmament
•

	

Alternative security
•

	

Conflict resolution
* Environmental impacts of military activity
•

	

Medical and psychological issues of the nuclear age
•

	

Military spending and the defense budget
•

	

Moral and ethical issues
•

	

Nuclear proliferation
•

	

Regional Security (Central America, Middle East, etc.)
•

	

United Nations and international law
•

	

US foreign and military policy
•

	

Weapons systems and military balances

INQUIRY

In the main, ACCESS is an inquiry service
which draws on its computerized database of over 1,000
domestic and foreign experts and organizations, as well
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as extensive subject files, to provide answers or refer-
rals. The most common (and preferred) method of
contacting ACCESS is by telephone, although letters and
electronic mail can and have been used . In various
combinations, direct answers are provided about thirty
to forty percent of the time . Referrals to specific non-
governmental individuals are made at a similar percent-
age, and referrals to non-governmental organizations at
about sixty percent. Government agencies and individu-
als are referred to about ten percent of the time, while
reference to written materials is made approximately
one out of four times .

PUBLICATIONS

ACCESS is responsible for several publications,
including Resource Briefs, Security Spectrum, the
ACCESS Resource Guide, and Search for Security : A
Guide to Grantmaking in International Security and the
Prevention of Nuclear War.

Resource Briefs are issued ten or more times a
year and are single-sheet overviews of issues such as the
INF treaty, with background description, and sources of
information, both pro and con. These include reference
to both governmental and non-governmental sources,
articles, and telephone numbers of individuals or institu-
tions where more information is available . ACCESS
does not officially endorse any of the positions it refers
to. Reproduction of the Briefs is permissible, even
encouraged.

The four to six page Security Spectrum is a sum-
mary of major positions toward such controversial issues
as US assistance to the Nicaraguan Contras . Included is
background, a summary of the issues at stake, and a
series of positions on the issue which have been as-
sembled from several sources . (These sources are cited
individually to provide a more definitive picture .) For
example, the Security Spectrum which deals with
Contra Aid details four positions subtitled :

•

	

Pro-contra, Reagan Doctrine
•

	

Pro-contra, containment
•

	

Anti-contra, containment
•

	

Anti-contra, coexistence

This is followed by "Perspectives of Friends and Allies"
and "Perspectives of the Soviet Union and Cuba ." Last,
ACCESS provides references to other relevant reading
(both pro and con) as well as to background sources .
Again, reproduction of the publication is encouraged .

The ACCESS Resource Guide : an International
Directory on Information on War, Peace and Security
(ISBN 0-88730-262-9) is free for the asking to any

Continued on next page
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member of the ACCESS Service. Included are :
•

	

Over 600 resource organizations in 60 coun-
tries

•

	

Annotated listing of periodicals in the field
•

	

Annotated listing of guides and directories
•

	

Organization locators by information topics
and by products or services

•

	

Index of individual data specialists, principal
researchers, organization directors, and editors

This guide allows the user to have on hand much
of the information commonly requested of the ACCESS
Service .

The Winston Foundation for World Peace pub-
lished the study Search for Security in 1985 as a guide
to foundations for the grantseeker, and an analysis of
trends in philanthropy and organizational forms of
financial support. Due to many requests, this publica-
tion is at present being updated by ACCESS . It is
available free to large non-profit members of the service,
and at a 50% discount for small non-profit members .

SPEAKER REFE RAL

ACCESS has contacts with more than 1,000
speakers from a range of perspectives, and a wide
assortment of topical expertise . They can also direct
callers to organizations which place speakers. This can
be of great value when one wishes to provide expert
opinion on a topic of importance to one's associates or
community. The speaker referral service is also an
excellent resource for organizing a debate, as it helps
provide well-informed opinion on both sides of an issue .

MEMBERSHIP

Membership in ACCESS is relatively inexpen-
sive, individuals (in the US and Canada) pay $30 per
year, small non-profit organizations $75, and large non-
profit organizations $150 . Profit-making organizations
cannot get a subsidized rate and are charged $200-$350
per year, depending on their size . Very large organiza-
tions may make special arrangements with ACCESS .
Extra charges may be incurred at the member's option
on questions which require extensive research, or for
members who make exceptionally heavy use of the
service.

IS ACCESS RIGHT FOR ME?

ACCESS offers some excellent publications and
services, and should be a consideration for anyone who
needs a strong resource in areas covered by the service .
Its depth of coverage and continual stress on impartial-
ity make it an important tool . It provides excellent
packaging of vital issues . You should keep in mind,
however, that you can find much of what ACCESS
presents in a number of library resources yourself. The

Continued on page 6

	 peci l.Q ee pn ,
Caroline Tibbetts, Editor;
University of Delaware, Newark

This column is the first in a series on Special
Collections in Political Science for the Newsletter . The
purpose of this column is to share with librarians the
broad range of collections in the areas of political sci-
ence, urban affairs and public policy, government and
law. This column is expected to run once a year in the
Spring issue . We are looking for contributors to write
descriptions of their library's collection and services .
The column should adhere closely to the following
outline .

Introduction
Title of collection or library
Address
Staff names and titles

Overview
a. when established, brief history
b. charges, i.e. areas of specialization
c. how collection fits in with parent

institution
Collection

a. strengths
b. areas of concentration
c. types of publications actively collected,

i.e. government documents, technical
reports

Clientele
a. students, (graduate or undergraduate)
b. researchers
c. faculty (includes areas of concentra-

tion for each group)
Staffing

a. how many staff
b. how public areas are staffed
c. how are technical and public services

resposi bilities divided
d. what are major responsibilities of

staff, i.e. collection development,
reference service, etc .)

Access to collection
a. classification system
b. special published catalogs
c. online access

If you are interested in writing a column for the
newsletter about a special library or you have sugges-
tions on a library you are interested in, please write :

Caroline Tibbetts
Reference Department
Morris Library
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19717



special Collections in Political Scj pace

Institute of Governmental Studies Library
109 Moses Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-1472

	

1/-

04'4140
~

Librarians: Jack Leister (Head)
Terry Dean
Ronald Heckart
Marc Levin

Overview

Established in 1919 as the Bureau of Public Ad-
ministration and renamed the Institute of Governmental
Studies (IGS) in 1962, the Institute is one of the oldest
research units at the University of California . IGS spon-
sors research and supports programs in public policy,
political science, and public administration . The IGS
Library evolved over the years from a small current
collection to a large specialized library serving not only
Institute staff but the university community and the
general public as well . The Library is one of several
specialized libraries on the Berkeley campus which
operate independently of the campus library system .

The Collection

The IGS Library has long been recognized as
having one of the nation's major collections of ephemeral
and non-trade publications on public affairs and policy .
Pamphlets and soft-cover reports from government agen-
cies, research institutes and private organizations are
the heart of the collection . The Library maximizes
access to the collection by fully cataloging all material
and extensively analyzing periodicals and monographic
series. The collection contains over 400,000 cataloged
items and includes about 4,000 current serial titles .

A striking feature of the collection is its diver-
sity. An amazing variety of topics is represented, and
more are added all the time as new issues emerge and
gain the attention of policy makers . The unifying thread
is the public affairs/public policy focus . Historically, the
collection has been especially strong in materials on
state and local government and intergovernmental
relations ; public finance and taxation ; practical politics,
including elections and voting ; housing and real estate ;
city and regional planning ; social welfare ; and criminal
justice .
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These traditional subject strengths point to
another key characteristic of the collection : its focus on
domestic public policy as opposed to foreign and interna-
tional relations . Concomitant with the domestic public
policy focus is a strong geographic emphasis on Califor-
nia and the western states .

About half of the collection is composed of mate-
rials from private organizations : think tanks, interest
groups, citizen's associations and research institutes .
Most of this material is either free, or acquired on
exchange or purchased at nominal cost . The Library's
acquisitions budget is quite small . The balance of the
collection is composed of government documents, local,
state and federal . The Library is a depository for Cali-
fornia local documents . City planning documents,
budgets and financial reports, and municipal codes form
the bulk of the local documents collection . The Library
receives government documents from the state of Cali-
fornia, other states and the federal government on a
selective, non-depository basis . An example of one of the
unique resources of the Library is the Library's collec-
tion of election ephemera . For many years Institute
staff have been bringing in campaign literature mailed
to their homes and otherwise acquired in the course of
election campaigns . The material is organized by
elective office or ballot proposal and cataloged as individ-
ual manuscript collections .

Clientele

The Library's primary clientele groups are
graduate and undergraduate students in political
science, city and regional planning, public policy, and
business. The Library also serves a broad spectrum of
off campus users from the public and private sectors .

Staffing

There are four professionals and four career
support staff, plus assorted hourly student employees .
One feature of the working environment is that all of the
librarians do some mix of original cataloging, review of
copy cataloging, collection development, and reference .
The librarians specialize in subject areas for which they
do cataloging and provide in-depth reference . These ar-
rangements promote a high standard of public service .

Access

Until the mid-1970's the Library employed in-
house subject heading and classification schemes and an
in-house manual cataloging system . Now the Library
follows AACR-2, uses Library of Congress subject
headings and does all of its cataloging, including "in"
analytic records for individual journal articles, on OCLC .

Continued on next page
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IGS continued

Off site access is available for portions of the
collection. The subject catalog for the period 1919-1977
is available in book form as a G.K Hall Company publi-
cation. The book catalog, consisting of a base set pub-
lished in 1970 (subject Cataloe of the Institute of Gov-
ernmental Studies Library) and a supplement published
in 1978, can be found at many research libraries around
the country .

The Library's serial holdings are listed in the
California Academic Libraries List of Serials (CALLS) La
microfiche publication with key word access available at
many California libraries. Most material cataloged since
1983 is accessible through OCLC and MELVYL, the Uni-
versity of California's online public-access catalog .
MELVYL is available at the nine campuses of the
University and at the California State Library in Sacra-
mento. Online access to material cataloged before 1983
is very limited. Retrospective conversion of the collec-
tion is a long-term goal of the Library, and it will be
many years before the collection is substantially con-
verted .

The Library publishes an occasional bibliogra-
phies series and an accessions list . The accessions list is
available free on request, as are publications lists from
the Institute, and brochures describing the Library and
the Institute .

Because much of the material acquired by the
Library is issued unbound in very limited quantities and
is easily mistaken for non-library materials, the collec-
tion is non-circulating, although the Library selectively
lends material on interlibrary loan .

Caroline Tibbetts, University of Delaware, Newark

(Access: continued from page

careful distillation done by ACCESS is one of it advan-
tages, but for an educator who wishes his or her stu-
dents to learn how to research an issue, this distillation
could be a disadvantage . For this reason, a library
which belongs to ACCESS may wish to suggest the
ACCESS publications only as a supplement, recommend-
ing first those materials carefully chosen by the library's
selectors. Also, many libraries are now faced with
budget crunches, especially in serials and continuations .
At a time when many institutions are cutting serials,
you must carefully consider whether the service provided
by ACCESS gives enough non-duplicative information to
justify its purchase. For those who need quick accurate
information in an easily interpretable form, or who must
have contacts at a moment's notice those areas covered
by ACCESS, the service may be extremely worthwhile .
Fortunately, the cost of this service seems to be only a
small factor . Much of the information I have provided
comes from ACCESS' "proposal for development" and
from other information sheets provided by ACCESS . If
you are interested in obtaining this information and
examining it in greater depth, you may call ACCESS at
202-785-6630 or write to them at : ACCESS, 1730 M
Street, NW, Suite 605, Washington, DC 20036 .

Eric D. Suess, University of Illinois, Chicago

The Bookshelf
Barbara Burg, Editor; Widener Library, Harvard Univ .

Feinberg, Renee. The Equal Rights Amendment:
An Annotated Bibliography of the Issues, 1976-
1985. (Bibliographies and Indexes in Women's
Studies, #3). New York: Greenwood Press, 1986.
151 pp. $30.00 ISBN 0-313-24762-5.

This bibliography is a sequel to The Equal
Rights Amendment: A Bibliographic Study (Greenwood
Press, 1976) by Anita Miller and Hazel Greenberg . It
cites monographs, newspaper and journal articles,
government documents, and TV news broadcasts . The
author devotes chapters to federal law and the ratifica-
tion drive; the impact of the ERA on education, family
life, the military, and employment ; nightly news broad-
casts from the three major networks ; and works written
since the defeat of the ERA. The Appendix lists groups
which supported and opposed the ERA . There are
author and subject indexes . Because of the author's
policy of not annotating items of less than three pages,
only about twenty percent of the more than one thou-
sand citations are annotated .

Feinberg displays a pro-ERA bias (in the Preface
and Introduction) which belongs in a political tract
rather than a bibliography destined for academe . For
example, Feinberg disparages the anti-ERA forces as the
"other side" (her quotation marks). Also, while Feinberg
criticizes the TV networks for their superficial coverage
of the movement, she cites only nightly news broadcasts,
omitting programs such as "Nightline" and "The Mac-
Neil-Lehrer Newshour," which went into great depth on
crucial issues of the movement. One hopes this bias did
not affect the annotations . - Phil Wilkin, University of
Pittsburgh .

Lentz, Harris M. Assassinations and Executions :
An Encyclopedia of Political Violence, 1865-1986 .
Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 1988 275 pp. $29.95 .
ISBN 0-89950-312-8.

This is really a dictionary of the many world
leaders from 1865 to 1986 who have come to a violent
end. The time scope of the book is a little over 120 years
and begins with the assassination of Abraham Lincoln .
It ends with the ambush and assassination of Mosbah
Mohammed Gharibi, the financial attache of the Libyan
embassy in Damascus, Syria on December 25,1986 .
One of the more interesting entries is that of Nikolai
Pavlovich Bogolepov, the Russian minister of education

Continued on next page
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who was killed by an expelled student . However, it is
clear that the definition of "world leaders" is very broad
indeed considering the coverage of Gharibi and Bogole-
pov.

Arrangement of this work is chronological . In-
dexing is by personal name, geographical heading and
political persuasion (e .g., "anarchists") all within one
alphabet .

This book is well organized and well written . It
has the added attraction that chronologies are always
interesting to browse through . There may be use for this
particular book in a library which needs historical chro-
nologies developed on specific subjects . For others, I
would note that a good newspaper index, such as the
New York Times Index . has subject headings such as
"Assassinations and Assassination Attempts" . This may
be all most libraries will need . - Michael Vocino, Jr .
The University of Rhode Island .

Schorr, Alan Edward. Federal Documents Librari-
anship, 1879-1987. Juneau, Alaska: The Denali
Press, 1988. 215 pp. $25.00 ISBN 0-938737-14-7.

This is a bibliographic guide to the literature on
United States Government documents and government
information policy for the last 109 years . It is a classi-
fied bibliography published as a paperback and includes
the following headings : General Publications ; Admini-
stration ; Bibliographies, Guides, Indexes and Abstracts ;
Collection Development ; Depository Library Programs ;
Government Information Policy; Microform; Public
Services ; Teaching; and Technical Services . It includes
an author index . Promotional literature claims "approxi-
mately 2,500" entries . There are exactly 2153.

This would be an excellent place to begin for
anyone doing research on federal document librarian-
ship. For that reason, it would be a useful tool for
document librarians, those who teach document librari-
anship, historians, and certainly researchers of govern-
ment information policy .

This is obviously a highly specialized bibliogra-
phy. It would be useful for graduate library school
libraries or highly specialized research institutions who
have people interested in the historical perspective on
government information policy . - Michael Vocino, The
University of Rhode Island .

Development ofAmerican Strategic Thought, 1945-
1969 . Marc Trachtenberg, ed. New York : Gar-
land, 1988. (in 4 parts.)

No. 1 : Basic Documents from the Eisen-
hower and Kennedy Periods, Including the Basic
National Security Policy Papers from 1953-1959 .
561 pp. $125.00 ISBN 0-8240-9717-3

No. 2: Writings on strategy, 1945-1951 . 280
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pp. $75.00 ISBN 0-8240-9719-x
No. 3: Writings on strategy, 1952-1960. 1350

pp. $300.00 ISBN 0-8240-9719-x
No. 4: Writings on strategy, 1961-1969 and

retrospectives. 510 pp. $100.00 ISBN 0-8240-9720-3

I was looking forward to putting this six-volume
work, edited by Marc Trachtenberg and released by
Garland Publishing, in my library . I saw this as ideal
for Harvard's strategic studies center . Unfortunately, it
has a fatal flaw.

The content of the volume is appropriate . Mate-
rial was well chosen and Trachtenberg's concluding
essay was, as I expected, brilliant . It contains a most
salient discussion of the development of strategy in
American thought since WWII. The author has ex-
tracted writings of Brodie, Schelling and Bundy, among
others, from the leading journals, edited volumes,
RAND papers, and archival materials . These are -
organized in a more or less chronological order from
1945 to 1969 .

The problem? A $600 price tag on a facsimile
reprint series . Libraries that can afford that price will
already have more than three-quarters of the material
reproduced in the series in their original form, for there
is little previously unpublished material . It is difficult to
say whether that material justifies the cost of the set.
Libraries that won't have the material already probably
can't afford the price .

Garland Publishing didn't do librarians any
favors with the set. The volumes are numbered 1,2, 3-I,
3-II, 3-III, and 4. The only spine numbers shown are the
roman numerals of the three parts of volume 3 . While
this is not the fault of either the editor or the publisher,
I would feel remiss if I didn't mention LC's shoddy CIP .
Volumes are cataloged so as to be scattered throughout
the collection . Two are classified U162, while the others
are classified UA23 .	 Stephen J. Stillwell, Jr. ;
Center for Science and International Affairs, Harvard
University.

The editor welcomes suggestions for reviews of non-print
resources as well as books. We are always looking for

new reviewers so please contact me if you are interested
in writing for this column .

Barbara Burg
Reference Division
Widener Library

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138 -

617-495-2411
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The following libraries and programs may be of special interest to our members while
in Dallas:

Dallas County Law Library
Government Center, 2nd Floor

600 Commerce
Dallas, TX

Phone: 214-653-7481
Mon. - Fri 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

(Across the street from the Kennedy Memorial)

Underwood Law Library
Hillcrest Ave . at Daniel
Phone: 214-692-2400

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m .
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m .
Sun. 1-10 p.m .

(Take bus #21-SMU from Main St ., east of Main and Griffin ; runs up Hillcrest bordering on SMU campus .)

Programs

Monday. June 26 : 9:30 a.m.-12 :30 n.m . Government Documents Round Table
"Government Information Futures: Depository Libraries in the Marketplace"

Monday. June 26 :2-4 p.m. PLA Metropolitan Libraries Section
"Information Needs of Public Policy Makers-The Public Library's Role"
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